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Hiram To | John Mills National | 1986-1987 

 

Artist Hiram To [1987], with a residue of the Blood Disco performance on the floor at John Mills National, 40 
Charlotte Street, Brisbane, Q.4000 Hiram drew inspiration from ‘blood’ performances by another JMN regular, 
Filipino Australian performance artist Jose Macalino. 



  

  

Hiram To b.1964- d.2017 | Considering place and queer refusal 
at John Mills National 1986-1987  

Hiram To (杜子卿) was a queer artist and designer who worked in 
conceptual-based installations. He was also a writer in the 
visual arts, popular culture, film and fashion and an avid 
collector and archivist. Born in Hong Kong to Chinese parents, 
Artist Hiram To lived in Scotland, Australia, and Hong Kong. 
Sadly, only remnants remain of Hiram's once voluminous personal 
archive comprising artworks, artefacts, objects, and artists' 
ephemera.   

Site-generated art and site-specific performance characterised 
much of the art produced inside and outside artist-run spaces 
running in Brisbane through the 1980s. Artists like Hiram To 
explicitly responded to artist-run spaces as ephemeral places 
to make ephemeral artworks outside the mainstream. These places 
occupied and reactivated unused or abandoned buildings in the 
1980s, including John Mills National, John Mills Annexe, One 
Flat, The Observatory, That Contemporary Art Space, That 
Annexe, Breathing Concrete and [BUREAU] Artspace.  



Concepts of 'place' were an ongoing theme for artists working 
in the CBD  in an era of lively oppositional culture in the 
final decade of the Joh Bjelke-Petersen ministry. This was an 
ongoing and persistent concern in a city where midnight 
wrecking balls were turning places and entire city blocks - 
heritage places with potential - into dust. Place is often an 
enduring theme for conceptual and environmental artists. Site-
specific art typically involves mixed media and complex 
conceptualisations of place through building, unbuilding, 
recontextualisations', other interventions, installations, 
assemblages, and performance.  

Artist-run spaces typically provide safe places for artists. 
They afford artists unruly opportunities 'to walk away' from 
the museum, from the GLAMR sector, to bypass outdated solo 
exhibition models, collecting practices and antiquarianism. For 
Hiram, instigating artistic collaborations inside artist-run 
communities was critical. A more updated view of collecting 
practices in his early career was to draw attention to his 
every day and personal collecting efforts and interests and how 
these collections of materials were assembled inside artist-run 
spaces.   



His collection comprised imported popular culture magazines, 
vinyl records, musical instruments, domestic objects, 
photographic equipment, discarded furniture,  super eight film, 
photographic slides, family bric-à-brac and treasured 
artefacts. Many of these materials, when placed together, 
through installation, performance, and public art approaches, 
represented an open-ended yet culturally nuanced sense of 
place. Installation and performance work reused, recast, and 
remixed specific cultural and political elements represented in 
his collection. These materials formed the foundations for a 
series of assemblages exhibited at John Mills National in the 
1986–1987 period.  

Hiram had lived in Hong Kong and Scotland before relocating to 
Brisbane in 1982-1983. As an emergent Hong Kong-born Australian 
artist, he was focused on how a place could help shape and 
inform his practice and how his approaches to queering, 
decolonising, and pluralising could be demonstrated. Looking at 
these ephemeral materials in the present, I remember how Hiram 
was enthralled by the popular SBS TV series 'Oshin' (and later 
a feature film] televised during the early 1980s. Oshin conveys 
the story of a girl born into an impoverished rural family in 
Japan who, through demanding work and constant perseverance, 



eventually triumphs over pain and adversity to achieve fame and 
success.   

For Hiram, this TV series resonated profoundly with his own 
family's cultural experiences and provided a means towards 
understanding place through an Oshin lens. Due to its 
popularity it was repeatedly broadcast in the early to late 
1980s when Japan had finally extricated itself from the legacy 
of the post-war years. Japanese people were beginning to reap 
economic development benefits, social and cultural shifts in 
thinking and understanding.  

A vital theme of the story was to recall personal, social, and 
cultural hardships experienced by an older generation who had 
themselves persevered to provide renewed hope for 
their children to enjoy a more affluent lifestyle. TV viewers 
like Hiram were drawn into the visceral accounts of suffering 
endured by the main character Oshin - and then they drew 
similarities between her story and their own home lives. Oshin 
provided viewers outside Japan - whose only image of Japan was 
formed by stereotypical media imagery, Japanese cars, electric 
goods, and televised images of Japanese treatment towards 
people during World War II – with a far better understanding of 
contemporary Japan, its people, and its potential future.  



During his time in situ at local artist-run spaces in Brisbane, 
including John Mills National, he produced a darkly humorous 
series of conceptual installations. The ensuing ten-year period 
of artistic work produced in Brisbane evolved into a very bent 
decade of ferment, foment, fever and hunger- it was during this 
experience of place in which he laid the foundations for a very 
queer artistic career.   

Hiram was a regular mainstay in the site-generated exhibition 
program presented at John Mills National during its brief but 
prolific period of artist-run activity (1986-1987). Formerly a 
printery, 'JMN' or 'John Mills' as it was abbreviated and 
locally described, was the artist-run space located in the John 
Mills Himself building just above street level at 40 Charlotte 
Street (now Archives Fine Books). Hiram's ongoing and embodied 
participation could be viewed, in a sense, as an open-ended 
artistic residency.   

For the artist, it was this very place; where the John Mills 
Himself building was situated in a light industrial warehouse 
precinct - with the spectre of heritage demolition ever-
possible- which conveyed meaningful historical and artistic 
elements. It was a place where diverse media was generated, 
printed, and distributed. A place imbued with anxieties, 



secrets, hidden histories, and collective memory, and a place, 
like so many in the city at the time, that could be crushed by 
the state at any moment. This cultural backdrop was 
omnipresent. 

The building's former owner John Mills ran a letterpress and 
printer in this space from the 1920s until the 1970s. Mills 
owned the building until 1980. By the 1920s, the printery 
business was well established. He had leased the rest of the 
building for related, and empathetic, enterprises, including 
the Gresham Publishing Company Ltd from 1920 to 1933 and the 
Press Etching Company, block makers and process engravers from 
1921 to 1941. Adjoining rooms in the building were leased to 
clothing manufacturers, mapmakers, watchmakers, and lantern 
slide makers.   

For many of us living and working in the city during the 1980s, 
the name and background - of what in turn did become a 
heritage-listed building in 1992 - also suggested a long-term 
period of creative self-reliance experienced during an earlier 
cultural moment. A temporality not unlike ours where a strident 
DIY (Do It Yourself) ethos was fundamental.  

The ground-level space at 40 Charlotte Street was formerly a 
squat occupied by artists in the late 1970s and early 1980s. 



Post-squat it was an occasional experimental art annexe used by 
the Institute of Modern Art in the early 1982-1984 period for 
site-generated art. In 1986 John Mills National opened as an 
artist-run space co-founded by artists Virginia Barratt and 
Adam Boyd. It was at this moment when the inner-city Charlotte 
Street artistic precinct, and adjoining inner city places, were 
on fire.   

John Mills National, as the name of the artist-run space, was 
suggestive of both local and nationwide potential for 
experimental practices occurring in Southeast Queensland and 
regional Queensland. It was a physical space in a building that 
was typically recast, reused, and remixed as a decolonising 
space, where decolonising, queering, and pluralising was not 
only possible but increasingly essential for artists.  

Hiram and I were artist friends and colleagues. I remember 
meeting Hiram early in 1986 at That Space (rear 20 Charlotte 
Street) when he arrived lock stock and Doc Martens in the then-
ever-vibrant Charlotte Street artist precinct. While living in 
Scotland, the artist studied art and design, with screen 
printing a most passionate subject. He witnessed the UK punk 
and post-punk artist-run and indie music scene first-hand. 
During the early 1980s to early/mid-1990s, while living and 



working in Brisbane, he made an invaluable contribution to 
artist-run activity and its distinctive cultural heritage.   

After Hiram suddenly passed away in 2017, his mother, Helen 
Lai, kindly gifted me these slides remixed here in a zine form. 
They comprise a small but significant part of Hiram's artist 
archives. Artist Shehab Uddin has kindly scanned them toward 
the ongoing memory work of ARI Remix + EXTRA Zine unfolding in 
2023. Looking back now at this inner city place we all called 
home, where we lived, breathed, and immersed ourselves in art, 
performativity, and concrete dust, I recall how important it 
was for us as queer artists in a non-queer world to refuse to 
be invisible and to create queer/ed public spaces in which the 
LGBTQI lives and artistic practice, no matter how 'emergent' at 
the time, could be radically amplified.  

  

Image Header: Hiram To, during Blood Disco Performance 
installation, John Mills National, 1987  

The image above: John Mills Annexe Installation 1987. Title of 
work: Decisively Ozstraylyan, Oshin, Courtesy SBS Television, 
Japanese with English Subtitles, Every Tues Thurs 8 pm.  



Context : examples of John Mills National photocopy newsletters 

 



 



Belles Lettres | Curated by Urszula Szulakowska and Hiram To 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Drained [Compulsive Surveillance] | Irrelevance | Blood Disco 
Performance 
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Artist Hiram To at John Mills National 1986 1987
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